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Notes: While we strive for a complete listing of all upcoming events, that is not always possible. These are only events that have been reported to 
us. If not listed here, contact information for most of the events in our calendar is available elsewhere in this newsletter. Also remember, events, 
dates and times are always subject to change. 

FLC= Finnish Lutheran Church, 8504 13th Ave NW, Seattle  

NHM= Nordic Heritage Museum, 3014 NW 67th St, Seattle  

SCC= Swedish Club, 1920 Dexter Ave N, Seattle 
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Sep. 27-    
Dec. 7 

 The exhibition,  Eino – 50 Years of Making Sculptures, featuring works by  Finnish artist 
Eino Romppanen, will be on display, Contact info: Erin M. Schadt, 206-789-5707 ext. 25 

NHM 

Oct. 8 7:00 PM Performance by Pekka Pentikainen and Perttu Paapanen.  Admission $10 for non-
members, includes refreshments. For more info visit www.folkvoiceband.com/
PekkaPerttu/PP2013.htm or call 206-368-9720 or 206-947-8393. 

Scandinavian 
Community Centre/ 
6540 Thomas St 
Burnaby, BC 

Oct. 10 7:00 PM Nordic Fashion: Empowering Women- an evening of fashion talks, discussion, shopping, 
and music with women from the Nordic countries and local businesses who have built 
careers around design and entrepreneurship. More info from nordicmuseum.org or 206-
789-5707. 

NHM 

Oct. 12 12:00 PM-   
3:00 PM 

Finnish School Flea Market/  For info contact Tuuli Saloranta at tsranta@gmail.com Living Hope Lutheran 
Church/ 7305 208th 
Avenue Northeast, 
Redmond 

Oct. 12 1:00 PM-     
4:00 PM 

Special workshop with Pekka and Perttu in Ballard. More info:  http://folkvoiceband.com/
PekkaPerttu/PP2013.htm or call 206-368-9720 or 206-947-8393. All levels and all 
instruments are welcome. Suggested donation $ 15. 

Ballard 

Oct. 12 5:00 PM Finnish Lutheran Church Auction and Dinner. Dinner Tickets $15, children under 7 yrs free, 
7-12 yrs $7 

FLC 

Oct. 13 7:00 PM Performance by Pekka Pentikainen and Perttu Paapanen.  Admission $15, includes 
refreshments at the break. For info, email NewRoomConcerts@comcast.net or call 360-
561-5490. 

House Concert in 
Olympia 

Oct. 16 7:00 PM Performance by Pekka Pentikainen and Perttu Paapanen. Suggested donation $12-$15. For 
info call 503-970-3412 or visit www.facebook.com/TaborSpaceCommunity or  http://
folkvoiceband.com/PekkaPerttu/. 

TaborSpace- Copeland 
Commons/ 5441 SE 
Belmont St., Portland, 
OR  

Oct. 17 TBA Performance by Pekka Pentikainen and Perttu Paapanen.  Check www.plu.edu/music/
calendar/home.php or http://folkvoiceband.com/PekkaPerttu/ for more info or call 253-
535-7411. 

Pacific Lutheran 
University, Tacoma 

Oct. 18 7:00 PM Performance by Pekka Pentikainen and Perttu Paapanen.  For more information visit 
www.folkvoiceband.com/PekkaPerttu/PP2013.htm or call 206-368-9720 or 206-947-8393. 

SCC 

Oct. 23 7:30 PM Films from Finland Series: Kovasikajuttu (The Punk Syndrome), 2012, 85 minutes, S SCC 

Oct. 25 2:00 PM Films from Finland Series: Kovasikajuttu (The Punk Syndrome), 2012, 85 minutes, S SCC 

Oct. 27  Summer time (BST) ends/Finland, -1 hour (Kesäaika loppuu)  

Oct. 31   Happy Halloween!   

Nov. 2 10:00 AM-  
2:30 PM 

35th Annual Finnish Community Bazaar/For more information call Liisa at 206-783-0894 NHM 

Nov. 2-3 See details in 
next column  

Swedish Cultural Center Holiday Bazaar. Doors open Saturday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm and 
Sunday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. $1 donation for admission. Children 12 and under free. Free 
and easy parking. For more information visit website or call: 
www.swedishculturalcenter.org  or 206-283-1090.  

SCC 

Nov. 3  Daylight savings time ends/USA, -1 hour  

Nov. 8 7:00 PM Presentation on Bicycle Touring in the Nordic Countries by Mark Hillman. Free admission. SCC 
(Calendar cont’d on page # 4) 
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Finlandia Foundation, Seattle Chapter 
The term for board members runs from  
July 1 to June 30.  
   
President, Mikko Männistö  

Email: mikkotm@hotmail.com 
  
Vice President, Eric Schaad 

Email: eschaad@hotmail.com  
  
Treasurer, Fran Whitehill  

Email: fwhitehill@hotmail.com 
  
Secretary, Cathy Perry  

Email: perry_cathy@hotmail.com  
  

Membership Secretary, Esko Männistö  
Email: n7vmv@arrl.net  

  
Members-at-Large * 

Taija Hämäläinen  
Ron Karjala  
Satu Mikkola 
Eva Männistö 
Airi Suomalainen  
  

*Note that Members-at-Large serve two-year,       
 staggered terms. 1st year terms begin July 1. 
  
Immediate past President: Gary London 
  
Please send all membership inquiries, payments or  
changes of address to  
FFSC, PO Box 75052 
Seattle, WA, 98175-0052 
or e-mail FFSC@finns.org.  
  
The FFSC Newsletter is published 6 times per year 
by Finlandia Foundation, Seattle Chapter. 
Deadlines: the 8th day of every odd month (Jan/
Mar/May/July/Sep/Nov). Preferred method of 
submission is by e-mail. Most formats and 
applications are supported. For regular mail, 
please make arrangements with the editor. For 
advertising rates, see inside back cover. 
  
Newsletter Editor, Taina Lindström-Redfern 

Phone: 864-992-2592 
Email: ffsceditor@ymail.com 

  
Contributing Editor, Gary London 
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A beautiful summer is 
coming to an end in the 
Pacific Northwest and 
it’s time to get ready for 
the fall, which once 
again looks to be full of 
interesting events. 
Below are some of the 

happenings in the local Finnish community this fall. 

On the first weekend of October cellist Jussi Makkonen 
and pianist Ruusamari Teppo will be performing at 
Seattle Finnish Lutheran church (Friday, October 4) and 
at Pacific Lutheran University (Saturday, October 5). 
Jussi Makkonen has been in Seattle before, performing 
at the Nordic Heritage Museum some 5 years ago. 
Ruusamari Teppo is a great-granddaughter of Jean 
Sibelius and currently working on her doctorate at the 
University of North Texas. The two will continue from 
Seattle to Lynden where they will be performing at the 
Lynden Music Festival. 

The Seattle Finnish Lutheran Church will have its annual 
auction and dinner on Saturday, October 12, at the 
church. The dinner and auction are a fundraiser for the 
church, featuring both a silent and live auction. 

The 35th annual Finnish Community Bazaar will be held 
this year on Saturday, November 2, at the Nordic 
Heritage Museum. Many of the local Finnish community 
organizations will be at the bazaar, selling baked goods 
and food, crafts, and other items as fundraisers. 

Mark Hillman will be giving an interesting presentation on 
bicycle touring in the Nordic countries at the Swedish 
Club on Friday, November 8. He will be showing 
photographs and talking about his most recent trip - a 3-
week, 600 mile (1000 km) tour through southern and 
western Finland and the Åland Islands.  

Andy Nestingen, University of Washington Professor of 
Scandinavian Studies, will be talking about The Mystery 
of the Finnish Tango in Aki Kaurismäki’s Films at the 
Nordic Heritage Museum on Wednesday, November 13. 

The presentation is based on 

Nestingen's new book, The Cinema of Aki Kaurismäki: 
Contrarian Stories. 

On Sunday, November 24, pianist Marja Kaisla, Finlandia 
Foundation National Performer of the Year, will perform 
at the Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle. Each year 
the Finlandia Foundation National organization selects a 
Performer of the Year, awarding them a stipend to cover 
travel expenses for touring in the United States. 

We will celebrate 96 years of Finnish independence at 
the traditional Independence Day Dinner and Dance on 
Saturday, December 7. This event is probably the oldest 
one sponsored by Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter 
as it apparently has been held since 1970. It was 
originally called the Holiday Supper Dance, and at the 
first such celebration 125 attendees were graced with the 
presence of the 1970 Miss Finland, Carita Holm. 

Last but certainly not least, the FFSC Films from Finland 
program presents a Finnish film each month at the 
Swedish Club. On October 23 we will see Kovasikajuttu 
(The Punk Syndrome), and the November movie will be 
on the day before Thanksgiving when we'll see 
Hiljaisuus (Silence), a film set in the waning weeks of 
the Continuation War. See the FFSC website 
(www.finlandiafoundationseattle.com) for more 
information on these and other movies. 

A rather rich variety of program is being presented this 
fall. More details on the events can be found in the event 
calendar of this newsletter as well as at our website 
(www.finlandiafoundationseattle.com). I hope to see 
many of you at these events! 
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Mikko Männistö 
FFSC President 

Nov. 8  FFSC Dec./Jan. Newsletter Deadline. Submit info to ffsceditor@ymail.com  

Nov. 10   Father's Day/Finland (Isänpäivä)   

Nov. 11  Veterans Day/USA  

Nov. 13 7:00 PM Lecture on The Mystery of the Finnish Tango in Aki Kaurismäki’s Films, by Andy Nestingen. 
For info, contact the Scandinavian Department at 206-543-0645. 

NHM 

Nov. 23  RSVP deadline for IDDD. Contact Ron Karjala, email: rkarjala@hotmail.com or call 253-874-
2232  

 

Nov. 24 7:00 PM Finlandia Foundation National's Performer of the Year 2013, Marja Kaisla, presents a solo 
piano recital of works by Sibelius and others. Purchase tickets at: http://
www.brownpapertickets.com/event/436753 or call Brown Paper Tickets at 1-800-838-
3006. 

 Cornish School of 
Music/Poncho Hall: 710 
East Roy Street, Seattle 

Nov. 25 12:30 PM Finlandia Foundation  National's Performer of the Year 2013, Marja Kaisla, presents a 
masterclass. This event is free and open to the public. 

Cornish School of 
Music/Poncho Hall: 710 
East Roy Street, Seattle 

Nov. 27 7:30 PM Films from Finland Series: Hiljaisuus (Silence), 2011, 107 minutes, K-13 SCC 

Nov. 28  Thanksgiving– USA  

Dec. 6 2:00 PM Films from Finland Series: Hiljaisuus (Silence), 2011, 107 minutes, K-13 SCC 

(Calendar cont’d from page # 2) 

(Calendar notes on page # 6) 
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2013 Itsenäisyysjuhla 
 Celebrating 96 years of Finnish Independence 

1917-2013 
 

Dinner & Dance 
Saturday December 7, 2013 

6:00 p.m. 
 

Swedish Cultural Center 
1920 Dexter Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 

 

With dance music by Pickled Herring Band 
Festive Attire, National Costumes Encouraged 

 

$45 per person, $15 for children 7-13, under 7  free 
RSVP by Saturday November 23, 2013 

 

For information, please contact Ron Karjala 
Phone (253)874-2232 or Email rkarjala@hotmail.com 

 

 
 

Please send your check, $45 per person payable to FFSC-with this form (or facsimile)  
Send to: Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter, PO Box 75052, Seattle, WA. 98175  
 

Total # in Party_______________________  
Total enclosed $_______________________ 
Name(s)____________________________________________________________  
Name(s)____________________________________________________________  
Address_____________________________________________________________ 
Phone (       )____________ Email_______________________________________  
If possible, prefer to be seated with: (names)
___________________________________________________________________  
____Hearing impaired. I would prefer a seat closer to the front for better hearing.  
____I would like to volunteer for event preparations. Please contact me.  

Comments_________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 

 

Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter has received a  

Finnish Media Abroad Grant from Suomi-Seura/Finland  

Society to assist in the publication of our newsletter. 

mailto:rkarjala@hotmail.com
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* Tahuajat practice is each Saturday, from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. at the FLC Maki Hall,   
 8504  13th Avenue NW, Seattle  
 

*  Katrilli practice is each Sunday, from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. at the Swedish Cultural Center,   
 1920 Dexter Avenue N, Seattle  
 

* Barneleikarringen of Greater Seattle: Please check the website at https://sites.google.com/site/
 barneleikarringen/home for current practice dates and location or to sign up for mailing list to 
 receive regular notices of practices and events. Call (425) 954-5257 or email 
 barneleikarringen@gmail.com for more information 

(Calendar Notes- continued from page #2)      
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A common reaction to first seeing 
one of famed Finnish director Aki 
Kaurismäki’s films is one of 
puzzlement. It’s hard to know what 
one should make out of films that 
feature sparse dialogue coupled 
with anachronistic elements in 
otherwise modern settings. The 
same can be said of Kaurismäki 
himself, who defies easy 
characterization: after more than 20 
years on the film scene, he still fails 
to act predictably or to clearly state 

his views or intentions about his work. At Cannes in 
2002 for instance, at the gala screening of Man Without 
a Past, Kaurismäki twisted his way down the red carpet, 
defying the typical decorum of such festivals, as well as 
embarrassing the Finnish entourage who was 
accompanying him. 

In The Cinema of Aki Kaurismäki: Contrarian Stories, 
Nestingen argues that Kaurismäki’s cinema, and scenes 
like the one at Cannes, demand nuanced and plural 
readings. The study focuses on authorship narratives to 
illuminate Kaurismäki’s work in multifaceted ways, and 
also helps to make scholarship on the director 
accessible to an international audience. The question 
isn’t, “Who is Aki Kaurismäki?”, but rather, what are the 
major narratives in play, used by critics, journalists and 
Kaurismäki alike, that all contribute to a deeper 
understanding of Kaurismäki and his cinema? 

Nestingen focuses on four narratives— the auteur, the 
bohemian, the nostalgic, and the Finn— arranged into 
chapters in that order. As an auteur, Kaurismäki has 
found a space in the international film circuit where he 
can network and develop his reputation, for instance 
creating the successful annual Midnight Sun Festival in 
Sodankylä. He is also influenced by a range of auteur 
filmmakers whose styles and themes are reflected in his 
work. As a bohemian, Kaurismäki conveys that he is 
both at odds with the middle class and mainstream 

cinema. As a nostalgic, he uses an archive of cultural 
objects, images and music not so much to lament the 
loss of an idyllic Finnish past, but to reuse this material 
to present his own opinions on contemporary politics 
and culture. Not least, as a Finn, Kaurismäki is caught 
up in the multiplicity of narratives of nation that contest 
and confirm how we should understand Finnishness.  
These narratives all underscore the fact that Kaurismäki 
and his work simply can’t be reduced to an 
understanding of Finnishness as exotically other, and 
represented by silent and impassive characters resigned 
to their fates. 

Indeed, what’s particularly interesting in the context of 
Nestingen’s role as a Finnish professor is that he has 
ostensibly chosen a Finnish topic of study, and yet his 
argument hinges on understanding Kaurismäki in a 
multinational context rather than a limited national one. 
At the same time, there is an underlying tension 
between this approach’s ability to expose what 
Nestingen describes as “the worn out notions of national 
expression” but also to preserve the particularities of 
Finnishness and to promote new understandings of 
localities and identities. Nestingen writes that “home 
today is always dislocated and transnational, part of 
other cultures, other lives, and other imaginings.” 
However that doesn’t mean that there aren’t unique 
expressions of home, tied to particular histories and 
places, which keep alive the need for ambassadors like 
Nestingen to disseminate cross-cultural understandings 
of Finnishness abroad.  

Nestingen will be presenting a talk based on his book at 
the Nordic Heritage Museum on the evening of 
November 13 (see further details on page 17 of this 
newsletter), and books will be available for purchase 
along with a book signing. Copies are also available 
through UW Bookstore and Amazon. 

AKI KAURISMÄKI’S CINEMA- UNPACKED 

                By: Mia Spangenberg  
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Films from Finland 
2013 

 

All Wednesday films are at 7:30 pm and all Friday films are at 2:00 pm in the Swedish 
Cultural Center, 1920 Dexter Ave. N. in Seattle.  
 
 

October 23/25  Kovasikajuttu (The Punk Syndrome), 2012, 85 minutes, S. 
Popular with audiences and critics alike in Finland, this is the true story of the country’s most hard-core rock band, Pertti Kurikan 
Nimipäivät, and its members, who are all developmentally delayed. The audience sees them off-stage and on, in all their highs and 
lows. Truly unique. 
 

November 27/December 6  Hiljaisuus (Silence), 2011, 107 minutes, K-13. 
This unusual and powerful film, set in the waning weeks of the Continuation War, focuses on a small Finnish team at a casualty 
evacuation center who prepare bodies to be sent home from the front. Winner of four Jussi awards and nominated for three others, 
including Best Picture. 
 

December  Contact Swedish Cultural Center at www.swedishculturalcenter.org. 
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“FILMS FROM FINLAND” ENDS YEAR  

WITH TWO AWARD WINNERS    By: Gary London 

The past year of “Films from Finland” has 
presented a strong combination of Finnish 
feature films and documentaries. That 
trend continues right up through the last 
two films in the 2013 series, with 
Kovasikajuttu (The Punk Syndrome) on 
October 23 and Hiljaisuus (Silence) on 
November 27. Both films begin at 7:30 
p.m. at the Swedish Club (formerly the 
Swedish Cultural Center). 

Kovasikajuttu is a candid and 
unsentimental behind-the-scenes look at a 
successful Finnish punk band made up of four 
developmentally delayed musicians – Kari Aalto, Sami 
Helle, Toni Välitalo and Pertti Kurikka, from whom the 
band takes its name, Pertti Kurikan Nimipäivä (Pertti 
Kurikka’s Name Day). Viewers see the band members in 
all their unvarnished honesty in the recording studio, on 
the road and at home. We are witnesses to their quarrels 
and their reconciliations, their laughing and their crying, 
their egos and their unselfishness – all this as they deal with 
the rise to the top of Finnish punkdom.  

This unusual film has won numerous honors, including a 2013 
Jussi Award for Best Documentary, shared by co-directors 
Jukka Kärkkäinen and Jani-Petteri Passi. Outside Finland, it 
was nominated for the Nordic Council’s Film Prize in 2012 
and took the SX Global Audience Award at the South by 
Southwest Festival in Austin in March of this year.  

Kovasikajuttu, which takes its virtually untranslatable name 
from one of the band’s songs, is in Finnish with English 
subtitles, is 85 minutes in length, and is rated S, though 
parental guidance is suggested.  

The November selection, Hiljaisuus, was chosen to coincide 
approximately with the annual celebration of Finnish 
independence on December 6, since it is a story that has in 
origins in the wartime experience of Finland from 1939 to 
1945. During this period of time, some 83,000 corpses were 
sent from the frontlines of the wars back to their homes to be 

buried. This film is set in one of the units that prepare 
bodies for their final journey near the end of the 
Continuation War in 1944. 

This film represents a significant departure from other films 
about Finland’s wartime experience, in that its focus is not 
on soldiers doing the fighting but on those men and women 
who deal with the no-less traumatic aftermath. Surrounded 

by death, they try to find meaning in their 
own lives and in their relationships. 

Hiljaisuus was nominated for seven Jussi 
Awards in 2012, including Best Film and 
Best Script. It won in four categories, 
among them Best Actor (Joonas Saartamo) 
and Best Supporting Actor (Ilkka 
Heiskanen). Director Sakari Kirjavainen has 
a long history in Finnish film and television, 
where he has also been an editor and a 
writer. Hiljaisuus is his most successful 
achievement. 

This film is in Finnish with English subtitles, 
is 107 minutes and is rated K13 (for mature teens and adults). 

Kovasikajuttu and Hiljaisuus will also be shown on October 
25 and December 6 respectively. At all showings a $5.00 
donation is requested at the door.  There will be no film on 
December 25. The calendar for 2014 Films from Finland will 
be available after November 15 at 
www.finlandiafoundationseattle.com. 

 

Films from Finland is a continuing program of Finlandia 
Foundation Seattle Chapter in furtherance of its mission to 
foster Finnish art and culture in its service area.    

 

 

http://www.swedishculturalcenter.org
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What’s the most unenviable job in Finland these days? Probably that of politician, 
especially if you are unlucky enough to be a member of the Parliament or, even 
worse, the Government (the Prime Minister and heads of the various ministries). In 
fact, the influential Helsingin Sanomat recently asked the question, “Is this 
Finland’s worst Government?” The answer was not as unambiguous as the 

question, but the fact that the question was asked at all is telling. 

In their defense, members of the Government frequently argue that they are 
faced with more serious problems than many of their predecessors have had 
to deal with, and it is true that the economy, in particular, has been a 
challenge. A large national deficit and soaring costs for public services, added 
to shrinking productivity and increasing layoffs and unemployment in the private sector, make for a 

disgruntled electorate. 

As vexing as these economic problems are to deal with, another issue has emerged that may prove to be 
more fractious:  the language question. It is well known that Finland is constitutionally a bi-lingual country. 
Among other things, that means that speakers of both languages must have access to all public services. To 
facilitate bilingual facility, public schools in Finland have required the study of the minority language, 
Swedish, in addition to the majority language, Finnish. It is this pakkoruotsi or compulsory Swedish that is 
at the heart of the most recent iteration of the language question: Should the study of Swedish continue to 

be required of students in public schools? 

This is the kind of divisive issue that most parties and politicians in consensus-based Finnish politics do not 
want to touch with the proverbial ten-foot pole, but the matter has made its way to Parliament in an 
indirect fashion. The Finnish constitution requires that petition-generated initiatives receive the attention 
of the Parliament if signed by at least 50,000 citizens within a six-month period of time. Just such an 

initiative now calls for the end of compulsory Swedish in public schools.   

The work of collecting the required signatures has been done primarily by four groups – Vapaa kielivalinta -
yhdistys (The Language Choice Society), Suomalaisuuden liitto (The Association of Finnish Culture and 
Identity or Finnish Alliance), Perussuomalaiset nuoret (The Finns Party Youth), and Kokoomuksen nuorten 
liitto (The Coalition Youth Association). Even a cursory look at these organizations, however, suggests that 
their reasons for support of an end to compulsory Swedish are not identical. For example, the Language 
Choice Society sees Finland as a multicultural and multilingual society in which a variety of languages, not 
just Swedish, are needed for work, while the Association of Finnish Culture and Identity is likely more 
nationalistic in its desire to promote Finnish as a common language. It is a bit more difficult to understand 
the positions of the organizations associated with the two political parties, though it would appear, in both 
cases, that there is a libertarian strain simply opposing government’s ability to decree what is studied and 

what is not. 

Predictably, most of those signing on to this citizen initiative are young people. In fact, the head of the 
Language Choice Society, which actually started the drive, reported that much of the work had been done 
at summer music festivals throughout Finland. Representatives of the two party youth groups were also on 

hand at these events to talk about the issue and to encourage signatures. 

So, what has been the response of members of the Government to the initiative to end compulsory 
Swedish? It should come as no surprise that the most immediate opposition has come from representatives 
of the Ruotsalainen kansanpuolue (The Swedish People’s Party). Minister of Defense Carl Haglund 
challenged initiative supporters to lay their cards on the table and explain what they really want, which he 
suspects is an end of official bilingualism in Finland. He points to the fact that in 2005 Swedish became an 
elective rather than mandatory subject in university entrance exams. At the time, he says, advocates said 
that they had no other aims, but that is plainly not the case. Any further concessions would be like losing 

the little finger and then the whole hand.   

Minister of Foreign Trade and European Affairs Alexander Stubb, another Swedish People’s Party 
representative, took a somewhat more moderate position, warning against “language fundamentalists” on 
both sides of the issue. While he argues for a continuation of officially-recognized bilingualism in Finland, 
he suggests that perhaps the teaching of Swedish should begin earlier, even in the second grade, and then 
at the seventh grade level, students might be free to choose whether or not to continue. As it is now, 
compulsory Swedish does not begin until the seventh grade, though that will change to the sixth grade in 
2016. Stubb is also open to the possibility of replacing compulsory Swedish with another language where it 

seems to make sense, i.e., Russian along the eastern border. 

Meanwhile, outside the halls of government, there is a vigorous discussion of compulsory Swedish in the 
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media. While certain participants in the public discussion bump up against the boundaries of rationality 
and civil discourse, others express opinions that are often nuanced and thoughtful. Some argue that the 
study of Swedish is too little and too late to be truly effective, that those who take no more than the 
required Swedish don’t really develop a working knowledge of the language. Others claim that the number 
of hours spent in studying Swedish could actually be reduced and the emphasis placed on an overview of 
the language and of Swedish-Finnish culture rather than fluency in Swedish. Among the opponents of 
compulsory Swedish are those who find it too expensive, especially in a time of economic recession, and 
those who consider the burden to immigrants, who must effectively learn two languages in addition to 

their mother tongue. 

Still, despite the objections, it is unlikely that there will be an end to compulsory Swedish. Over and above 
the defenses that bilingualism enriches students culturally, prepares them for more employment 
opportunities and assists in the learning of other languages, there are the deeper social and political forces 
that militate against change. Though the percentage of the Finnish population that is Swedish-speaking 
has fallen to something like 5.5%, the continuing importance of Swedish is sustained by history and culture, 

as well as by the previously-mentioned consensus-based values of Finnish society. 

While politicians from the entire spectrum say they look forward to a free and open discussion of the 
compulsory Swedish issue when it comes before the Parliament, most have made it clear that they have no 
disposition to support it. Parties in the coalition government are likely to resist the change in tandem, 
though the Coalition Party of Prime Minister Jyrki Katainen is in a rather awkward position, with its own 
youth organization having been one of the sponsors of the citizen initiative and its party congress having 
endorsed an end to compulsory Swedish. Only the parliamentary group of the Finns Party appears to 
express an unqualifiedly positive and hopeful position regarding the success of the measure. Whatever the 
current outcome, the language question will not go away, but only find new forms of expression. That is so,  

however discomforting it may be to the political establishment.                          

         Gary London 

Bicycle Touring in Finland 
 

This past spring, Mark Hillman returned from a 3-week, 600 

mile (1000 km) bicycle tour through southern and western 

Finland and the Åland Islands. Mark is a veteran 

cycletourist of Swede-Finn descent. On November 8, at 

7:00pm, at the Swedish Club, Mark will talk and present 

photos about his trip and how easy or difficult a Nordic 

Cycling Adventure can be for anyone. Mark will have good 

advice about the relatively simple and readily available 

equipment and preparation required for a successful trip. He brings his experience 

from touring thousands of miles in Finland, Sweden, and Denmark (and other places 

too).   
 

Bring the kids! Mark's first cycle tour in Europe was with his family, including 

his sons who were 10 and 14 years old at the time. They cycled and camped for 1800 

miles in 11 weeks  in England, Scotland, Wales, Finland and Sweden. Yes, bicycle 

touring adventures are exciting, possible, and touring can be tailored to match 

your dreams, schedule, and reality. 

        Submitted by: Mark Hillman 
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          FINNISH NEWS THAT DIDN’T MAKE THE NEWS 
           By: Gary London 
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There was plenty of news from 
Finland in the late summer, much of 
it not particularly good, like the 
national deficit, sinking industrial 
production, layoffs and growing 
unemployment and, the ultimate 
indignity, the sale of the Nokia 
mobile phone division to Microsoft. 
Despite the ready accessibility to 
news from Finland, there are some 
stories even the most careful 
information consumer in the United 
States may have missed in recent 
months. The following examples are 
offered from the Helsingin Sanomat 
(still one of the best newspapers 
anywhere despite its recent change 
to tabloid size) during the month of 
August. 

The Finnish Parliament’s Deputy 
Ombudsman Jussi Pajuoja has 
decided that it is acceptable to sing 
the first two verses of Suvivirsi 
(Summer Hymn) at school spring 
celebrations. Pajuoja’s finding was in 
response to concern that this song, 
often referred to by the title Jo joutui 
armas aika, was essentially religious 
in nature.  He determined that, 
despite the use of reference to God 
in the second verse, the first two 
verses could be sung in a non-
religious school setting. These are 
the verses that are traditionally sung 
at end-of-school festivities.  Pajuoja 
found the next four verses to be 
more problematic. The Finnish 
Lutheran Church, however, regards 
all the hymns in its approved hymnal 
to be prayers set to music, including 
Suvivirsi or hymn number 571.  (HS, 
8/8/13, A14)  

Meanwhile, another ombudsman, 
this one representing Finland’s 
children, has thrown her support 
behind a recommendation from a 
gathering of Nordic and Baltic 
children’s ombudsmen to limit 
circumcision to boys over the age of 
15 or 16. The Finnish representative, 
pediatrician Anne Lindboe, says that 
this restriction would give boys 
themselves the chance to decide 
whether or not they want this 
procedure. (HS, 8/22/13, A17) 

More baby boys and girls in Finland 

will find their names on the name day 
calendars beginning in January of 
2015, when 39 new names will be 
added to the Finnish calendar and 57 
to the Finnish Swedish. According to 
rules governing the almanac, names 
are listed if they have been given to 
at least 500 individuals since 1965, 
but this updating occurs only at five-
year intervals. Hyphenated and 
foreign names are not permitted. 
There are now some 873 names in 
the Finnish calendar. (HS, 8/8/13, 
A17)  

If you were born and raised in 
Sottunga, one of the Åland Islands, 
you would have the distinction of 
living in the smallest and healthiest 
municipality (kunta) in Finland. The 
hundred or so residents attribute 
their comparatively better health to 
hard work (unemployment is virtually 
unknown), lack of stress, and looking 
out for one another. But all is not well 
in Sottunga, where there are only 
three children in school (down from 
eight last year), where new families 
are not moving or, when they do 
move, are not always staying 
because they find the social circle so 
closed. Money for public services is 
also tight. Still, old timers love their 
home and wouldn’t live anywhere 
else. (HS, 8/18/13, A12)                      

Crime does not seem to be a 
problem in Sottunga, but police 
reports from Helsinki indicate that by 
the end of July of this year some 
2,242 bicycles had been stolen in the 
city. Not surprisingly, the summer 
months account for most of the 
illegal activity, with 739 bikes taken 
in June and 521 in July. These 
numbers are slightly higher than 
those for last year. Especially 
popular among thieves are Jopo 
bicycles. It is estimated that only 
about one in ten purloined bikes are 
returned to their owners. (HS, 8/8/13, 
A18) 

For those who prefer getting around 
by trolley, there was a major change 
to get used to this summer, when the 
popular and ubiquitous 3B and 3T 
trams became 3 and 2 respectively. 
They will continue to traverse the 

familiar figure 8-shaped route from 
Kaivopuisto on the south to 
Eläintarha on the north, but riders 
confessed to both nostalgia for the 
old system and hope that confusion 
would be reduced under the new. 
(HS, 8/12/13, A17)  

If you were heading for the 
Teurastamo near the Kalasatama, 
you might want to take the 9 trolley, 
but when you arrived you’d not be 
able to buy fried crickets. The 
Elintarviketurvallisuusvirsto (Food 
Safety Authority) ruled that this 
delicacy could not be sold at the 
annual Helsinki Night Market in 
August because only a part of the 
cricket and locust varieties qualify as 
food, and, moreover, the quality of 
such items is very difficult to 
determine. (HS, 8/22/13, A21)  

No such problems with corn, which is 
finally making its way into the Finnish 
diet. Commercial grower Eija 
Mönkkönen, who raises sweet corn 
with her husband, is particularly 
pleased with this year’s crop. “It’s 
never grown this tall,” she says, 
attributing that fact to the exceptional 
summer weather. Last year, on the 
other hand, she says that it was so 
wet that the harvest was limited to 
only about 100 ears. Experts have 
not been encouraging, reminding 
Finnish farmers that corn requires a 
long, warm growing season and is 
especially sensitive to the cold. In 
addition to corn, surprising varieties 
of fruits are also appearing in 
Finland, especially in the Åland 
Islands and in the southern part of 
the country, where home gardeners, 
in particular, are raising grapes, 
peaches, apricots, sweet cherries, 
pears, plums and even melons. 
Many of these varieties have been 
developed in Sweden and Estonia, 
and chances for their success in 
Finland have been improved by 
breeding and climate change. 
Growing of rare and sensitive fruits 
and vegetables for commercial 
purposes is still seen as risky and 
uncertain. (HS,8/26/13, A14)  

(Continued on pg. 11) 
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    While celebrating 
the last week of 
summer at Oregon’s 
Northern coast, I 
visited the historical 
Lindgren pioneer 
Finnish home now 
located at the 

Cullaby Lake County Park off Highway 101 a few miles from 
Astoria, Oregon. This home, fashioned from large cedar planks 
and hand-hewn with an ax, was the work of Erick Lindgren and 
his neighbor William Merila. The house was originally in the 
Nehalem River forests and was one of a hundred or more 
homestead dwellings in the area. Almost all of the old houses 
have disappeared, but the Lindgren’s home survives today not 
only because of its craftsmanship, but also due to many 
volunteers who recognized the uniqueness of the construction and 
promoted its preservation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  

     The homestead was abandoned for many years. There was 
vandalism and many of the cedar planks were striped and used 
for firewood. Yet for all of these years of neglect, the cedar roof 
of the five room house with a large attic never leaked and its 
walls remained windproof. While most pioneer log cabins were 
built rather rustically, the rescued cabin was constructed with 
hardly any nails. No Home Depot for these Finnish builders. 
Professor C. Gilman Davis, an authority on Finnish architecture, 
promoted the restoration with the Finnish American Historical 
Society of the West. When the professor first saw the house, he 
was impressed with skillful work than went into the rather large 
home complete with a plank-walled sauna. An incredible amount 
of hewing had gone into the construction of the dwelling. 
Professor Davis wondered how could so much hewing be done 
with no sign whatsoever of any sawmill lumber? The Portland 
architect was duly impressed with the fishtailing of the corner 
planks, close fitting of the wall planks and the cutting of each 
outside plank designed to keep the Oregon rain out of the 

structure. 
  

    The Finnish American Historical Society of the West has 
published a 27 page booklet on the historical home and its very 
interesting occupants. Following is an excerpt that gives a brief 
description of this talented Finn: “ Every published recollection 
in the Columbia Press revealed that Lindgren had been no 
ordinary chopping Finn in the brush. With a magnificent beard 
and party joviality, he practiced the finest poaching craft and 
hunting and fishing. He was invariably described as a forest 
singing bard with the noblest of beards just like the singing bards 
wore in the in Finnish epic Kalevala in their forest haunts. Every 
friend recalled bearded Lindgren as a pleasant forest character, 
who was most entertaining as a forest host, just like the heroes of 
the forest in the epic. He was recognized as a worthy kin of those 
big beards in the exalted verses of ancient Finns in the wilds.” 
  

    For more information on the building and moving of the 
Lindgren’s home and the interesting life and friends of the 
Lindgren’s, the booklet is available to download on line or 
contact the Finnish-American Historical Society of the West, PO 
Box 5522, Portland, OR 97208 The historical cabin and its 
furnishings gives an fascinating look into the past. It is nicely 
furnished with Finnish rag rugs and artifacts. The house, sauna 
and the other preserved buildings are open on summer weekends 
and holidays. There is no charge to enter the homestead but the 
county park asks for a $3.00 parking fee. The Lindgren’s Pioneer 
Home is directly in front of the very lovely Cullaby Lake with 
very nice picnic, boating and swimming facilities. If the 
dwellings are closed, the Cullaby Lake caretaker who lives next 
to the house, will be happy to open the historical buildings. 
 

     By: JoAnne Rudo 
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No trouble finding blueberries in 
Finland, however, and blueberries 
are apparently a plus in anyone’s 
diet, particularly if diabetes is a 
concern. Reporting on research done 
in the United States, but with strong 
resonance in Finland, where 
blueberries are one of the surest 
signs of summer, these little gems, 
along with apples, pears and grapes, 
offer protection especially against 
Type B diabetes. To receive this 
benefit, however, these foods must 
be eaten whole and not juiced. In 
fact, juices made for these berries 
and fruits increase the chances of 

diabetes, though the reasons for that 
seem to remain unclear. As to the 
relative merits of  American 
cultivated blueberries and Finnish 
wild blueberries, Head of Research 
Jaana Lindström at the Terveyden ja 
hyvinvoinnin laitos (Institute of Health 
and Welfare) simply says, “The 
Finnish wild blueberry is even 
better.” Evidently, the Finnish 
proverb, “Oma maa mansikka, muu 
maa mustikka” (literally “Your own 
country is like a strawberry, any 
another country like a blueberry”) 
needs revising, maybe to something 
like “Oma maa metsämustikka, muu 
maa pensasmustikka” (“Your own 
country is like a wild blueberry, any 

another country is like a cultivated 
blueberry”). You’d never know that, 
however, by the prices at the market 
where those less healthy blueberries 
are always more expensive. (HS, 
8/30/13, A17) 

Please share your recipe(s) with us! 
The deadline is the 8th of each odd month. 

Recipes can be sent to ffsceditor@ymail.com 
or 

FFSC Recipes, PO Box 75052,  

Seattle, WA, 98175-0052 

(Continued from pg. #10) 
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Finnish Lutheran Church in 
Seattle 

8504 13th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 
 

Did you know that the church building may be the closest one can get to Eliel Saarinen’s architecture in Seattle? The 
architect was Ebba Wicks, daughter of John Wicks, who emigrated from Vassor, close to Vaasa, Finland, in the early 
1900’s. Ebba received her master's of architecture and urban design degree in 1946 from Cranbrook Academy of Art, 
where Eliel Saarinen was the President 1932 – 1946. Ebba was the first woman in the State of Oregon to be licensed 

through examination. She died in 2006.  
 

 So let’s support our church! 
 

Come and meet friends and have a fun evening at the  

Annual Fall Auction 
and Dinner 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 at 5:00 PM 
 

Starting with preview at 5 PM  followed by Dinner and Silent and Live Auctions  

Dinner Tickets $15, Children under 7 yrs free, 7-12 yrs $7 

We kindly ask for (tax deductible) donations of auction items 

before October 7, 2013.  

For any questions please contact Eva Mannisto (425 
241 0497) 
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Nordic Heritage Museum 
3014 N.W 67

th 

 

10AM - 2:30PM  
 

 Local Finnish-American organizations  
 Hand-crafted items with a Finnish flavor 
 Baked goods and other Finnish food treats 
 White Elephant treasures  
 Children’s activities  
 Lunch, coffee and good fellowship all day 
 Fun for the whole family! 

 

 

For more information call 
 

Liisa at 206-783-0894 
 

Sponsored by the Finnish American Heritage Committee  
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Fabric Wall Art 
 
What you’ll need: 

 Heavy-duty staple gun and staples  

 Iron 

 Hammer 

 Stretched canvas or stretcher bars in size(s) of choice*- try one large or 
two or three small 

 Picture hanging hardware or Command Velcro strips 

 Fabric or tea towels 
 

How you do it: 
1. Iron out folds or creases in the fabric. Lay the fabric face down on a table 

and place your frame on it to center the pattern as you choose. Cut off 
excess fabric at this point, keeping an extra 2 inches of extra fabric on each 
side of the frame. When working with multiple wall hangings, plan how the 
patterns on each canvas will work together. Decide if you want three 
identical canvases or if you want to vary the design on each. Depending on 
the repeat of the pattern you are using, you may need to allow extra 
yardage for anything but a small, random pattern. 

2. Start at the center of each long side, stapling in 3 or 4 inch sections at a time. 
Pull/stretch the fabric tightly when stapling. You may fold the fabric under 
so that you will staple through two layers of fabric. Since you have allowed 2 
inches of fabric on each side of the frame you should have enough fabric to 
create this fold-under.  Work your way toward the corners.  As you approach 
the corners, fold material gift-style and staple fabric securely. Staple short 
ends– starting from the center again. 

3. Hammer in any staples that didn’t sink deep enough into the wood, and 
then attach your hanger of choice. 

 

Extra Idea: 
Material can be embellished with beads, buttons, ribbon or crystals, readily 
available at craft and fabric stores. To create a quilted look, lay batting on 
the back of your fabric, cut slightly smaller and then stitch (through both 
layers) around several shapes on your fabric– using a thread color that 
closely matches the shape you are 
outlining. Embellished fabric may 
then be stapled as above. 

 

Christmas is becoming increasingly commercial, and 
budgets, tighter and tighter. Consider making a few gifts 
this Christmas to show your friends and loved ones you are 
thinking of them. Here is one example of a simple and 
completely customizable handcrafted gift.  

     Happy Crafting! 
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Finland Summer Festival Donations  
  Many thanks for the many generous 

donations made at the festival entrance 

Corporate Donations 
 Honeywell International Corporation 
     made a donation on behalf of Esko    

Mannistö  
 Microsoft  Matching Gift Program made a 

donation on behalf of Mia Spangenberg 

 

Newsletter Donations  
 Timo Visual Enterprises    
 
The mission of Finlandia Foundation Seattle 
Chapter is “To promote ethnic cultural activities for 
the learning of the Finnish language and 
developing an appreciation of Finnish literature, 
history, art, and music through lectures, seminars, 
concerts and programs.” Contributions such as 
those listed here allow us to do just that.  

                               Many thanks! 

Nordic and Baltic Book Lust Series Presents 

 
By Andy Nestingen 

 
Wednesday, November 13, 2013 at 7 pm at the Nordic Heritage Museum 

3014 NW 67th Street, Seattle, WA 98117 
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Aki Kaurismäki's films always used to include a tango performed by one of the 
Finnish tango-singer greats. The tango was the heart of his films. But since his 

1996 classic, Kauas pilvet karkaavat (Drifting Clouds), Aki Kaurismäki's films 
have not included Finnish tangos. Why?  

 
Using clips from Aki Kaurismäki's films, Andy Nestingen will try to solve this 

mystery of the Finnish tango, and use the solution to introduce other 
interesting elements of Aki Kaurismäki's films and their musical world. The 

discussion is based on Nestingen's new book: The Cinema of Aki Kaurismäki: 
Contrarian Stories (Columbia University Press, 2013). 

 
The lecture is cosponsored by the Scandinavian Department at the University 

of Washington and the Nordic Heritage Museum. 
 

Free entry and free parking. Light refreshments will be served. 
 

For more information, contact the Scandinavian Department at  
(206) 543-0645 
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Finland Summer Festival 
 
 

The Finland Summer Festival is a biennial event celebrating Finnish 
culture and heritage, first held in Poulsbo, WA, in 2003. This year 
was the 6th time the festival was organized and it was held in 
Bellevue at the North Bellevue Community Center on August 24th. 
The venue was new for us, but it proved to be quite nice and should 
be considered as a location for future festivals as well. 
The program was similar to what previous Finland Summer Festivals 
have offered: plenty of music and dance, games, children’s 
activities and great food. There was a children’s talent show, with 
kids ages 6 – 14 showing off their skills with various musical 
instruments and dance; the Finnish Choral Society and a male 
quartet composed of choir singers presented a selection of songs; 
Maria Männistö, accompanied by Aaron Otheim on piano, performed 
a number of pieces for soprano beautifully. Wilho Saari played 
kantele for us, as did Evergreen Kantele, and we also got to enjoy 
the music of the Niemisto Family Trio. Later in the afternoon 
Katrilli with Folk Voice provided energetic dance performances.  
Suomi Koulu provided indoor activities for children, while outdoors 
one could participate in a game of Palikka or in the cell phone 
tossing contests. No wife-carrying contest this year, however, due 
to lack of participants. 
All in all it was a fun event with a variety of programs and good food 
that seemed to be quite popular. Next summer the festival takes a 
break, as it’s Naselle’s turn to host the Finnish American Folk 
Festival. 

                                                       ~Mikko Männistö  
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Ron Karjala 

Karoliina Kuisma 

Mikko Männistö  

 



 

End of Summer… 
Eivor and Dick von Hagel hosted friends  

at their Center Island retreat 
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Knowledge Quiz–  
Swedish Names of Finnish Cities 
 

On pages eight and nine, Gary London addressed the “language question”  currently being debated in 
Finland. If you’ve been to Finland you have most likely noticed that many street and city name signs are 
bilingual. How many cities do you know the Finnish and Swedish names for?  

 1. The capital of Helsinki, is called _________________ in Swedish?  
 

 2. Turku is on the southwest coast. What is it called in Swedish?   

 3. Tampere, an inland city, is called __________________ in Swedish?  
 

 4. Pori, is on the Gulf of Bothnia. What is it called in Swedish? 
 Borgå 
 Kristinestad 
 Björneborg 
 Nystad 

 

 5. Porvoo is on the Gulf of Finland. What is it called in Swedish? 
 Hangö 
 Brahestad 
 Borgå 
 Ekenäs 

 

 6. Oulu, is on the Gulf of Bothnia. What is the Swedish name of this city? 
 Uleåborg 
 Vasa 
 Björneborg 
 Karleby 

 

 7. The small city of Raahe is on the Gulf of Bothnia. What is the Swedish name of this city? 
 Fredrikshamn 
 Karleby 
 Brahestad 
 Nykarleby 

 

 8. Hamina is on the Gulf of Finland. What is it called in Swedish? 
 Nystad 
 Brahestad 
 Fredrikshamn 
 Ekenäs 

 

 9. Uusikaupunki on the southwest coast is called _______________ in Swedish? 
 Nystad 
 Karleby 
 Nya Karleby 
 Gamla Karleby 

 

10. The holiday resort of Hanko in southern Finland is called ________________ in Swedish?  

 Page 19 

(Solution may be found on page # 21) 

l-r: Jussi and Satu Mikkola, Rita and Al Koski,  
Eivor and Dick von Hagel, and Eva and Heikki Männistö 
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The couple was married on what would have been 
Anita's  parents' 73rd wedding  
anniversary. Her great grandfather, Andrew 
Penttila, was one of the board members  
when the Deep River Lutheran church was  
built. 
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Solution to quiz from pg. #19   

1. Helsingfors 

Helsinki/Helsingfors was established as a trading town by Gustavus Vasa in 1550 and made capital in 1812. 

 2. Åbo 

Turku/Åbo is the oldest city in Finland, established in 1229. It´s also the fourth largest and was capital until 1812. It was scene of the signing of the Treaty of Åbo in 
1743, which granted Russia a southern portion of Finland from Sweden. 

 3.  Tammerfors 

Tampere/Tammerfors was established in 1779, is the third largest city in Finland and an important industrial city. 

 4. Björneborg 

Pori/Björneborg was established in 1558 and is an important export harbor. 

 5. Borgå 

Porvoo/Borgå is said to have been established by Swedes in 1346 and is an important cultural centre for the Swedish-speaking population. 

 6. Uleåborg 

Oulu/Uleåborg, established in 1605, is an old industrial and commercial centre. Once known for wood tar and salmon, Oulu has evolved into a major high-tech 
centre, particularly in IT and wellness technology. 

 7. Brahestad 

Raahe/Brahestad is one of 10 historic wooden towns (or town centers) remaining in Finland. Established in 1649, it was once Finland's most important harbor. 

 8. Fredrikshamn 

Hamina/Fredrikshamn is unilingually Finnish-speaking. Hamina is one of the most important harbors of Finland. 

 9. Nystad 

In 1721 Uusikaupunki/Nystad was the scene of a peace treaty, which required Russia to restore the bulk of Finland to Sweden, and Sweden ceded certain regions to 
Russia. Uusikaupunki is unilingually Finnish-speaking. 

10. Hangö 

Hanko/Hangö was leased to the USSR as a naval base in 1940 but then evacuated in 1941. It was formally relinquished by the USSR in exchange for lease of the 
Porkkala Peninsula in 1944. Along with Ekenäs, it's the major holiday resort in the area south of Helsinki. 
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Finnish Lutheran Church 
 

8504  13th  Avenue NW 
Seattle, WA  98117 

Telephone:  206 789 0864 
 

finnishlutheranchurch.org 
 

 

Services: Every Sunday  10 AM 
 

Regarding Church matters, please call:                             
Heikki Männistö  425-603-0517                               
 

Donations:  For people in need, you can bring items to FLC 
Entrance Hall. We will deliver them to Ballard Food Bank.  
Non perishable food. THANK YOU!  
 

“He who is kind to the poor lends to the Lord, and He will reward him for what he has done.”   
Proverbs  19:17            
       

WELCOME TO THE CHURCH ! 

 

The United Finnish Kaleva  
Brothers and Sisters Lodge #11  

Seattle, WA  98117 
 

“Veljeys, Sisaruus, Auttavaisuus, Tasa-arvoisuus, Rakkaus” 
“Brotherhood, Sisterhood, Benevolence, Equality, Love” 

 

Membership is open to people of Finnish origin, their families and friends who have a desire to 
unite around preserving Finnish heritage, culture, ideals, and traditions.  
 
The membership meetings begin at 12:30 PM with a potluck light lunch at 1:45 PM on the second 
Sunday of the month at the Finnish Lutheran Church, 8504 13 Avenue NW, Seattle, 98117.   

Contact President Lynn B. Wirta, at LBWirta52@gmail.com  
or  

Secretary Ruth St. Hilaire at kengorshkow@comcast.net  
for further information. 

 
Please note, the deadline for the  December/January 

edition of the Newsletter is  November 8, 2013.  
All submitted ads and articles will be printed as space permits,  

and at the discretion of the Editor.  
  

mailto:kengorshkow@comcast.net
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To join or renew electronically, visit www.finnsnw.com/FFSC/e-pay.htm 

JOIN US!  Or RENEW your membership! 
        (Membership is by the calendar year— Jan 1—Dec 31) 

   The Seattle Chapter of Finlandia Foundation 

Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter 

Single $25/yr Couple/Family $30/yr 

Ind. Senior or Student $20/yr  Senior Couple $25/yr 

Supporting $55 Lifetime $350 

Dues: 

Name:______________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

Telephone: _________________________________________ 

E-Mail: _____________________________________________ 

Please check here if you do not wish to be acknowledged as a 
donor to FFSC.    

Dues Enclosed    $________ 
  
My donation to the  
FFSC Grant &  

Scholarship fund            $ ________ 
  

Newsletter donation:    $ ________ 
  
Total Enclosed **    $ ________ 

I WANT TO VOLUNTEER!!! Please contact me about: _________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  
I Would Like to see MY Chapter support the following: _____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter —PO Box 75052, Seattle, WA  98175-0052 

 ** Dues and donations are tax deductible. We are a 501(c)3 corporation. 

 New / Returning Member 
 Renewal—Address Same as Label  

  

 Renewal—Address Change (correct above) 

 

Commercial Display 
Advertisements 

 

The FFSC Newsletter has a circulation centered around the Pacific 
Northwest, the majority are in the Puget Sound region, but are also as 
far away as the eastern US.  Consider placing your ad in the FFSC 
Newsletter. Contact FFSC (see page 3) for more details—or email 
FFSC@finns.org 
 

Advertisements should be camera ready, or a digital file (.bmp or .tif) 
can be provided. Alternatively an ad can be submitted in MS 
Publisher 2000 format.  Checks should be made payable to Finlandia 
Foundation Seattle Chapter (FFSC). 
 
 

For more information contact the FFSC Chapter or advertising 

manager— (see page 3 for details). 

2 “ column $22 /issue 
3” column $33 /issue 
1/4 page   $44 / issue 
1/2 page   $66 / issue 
Full page   $99 / issue 

    $60 / 3 issues 
    $95 / 3 issues 
    $125 / 3 issues 
    $185 / 3 issues 
    $288 / 3 issues 

$115 / 6 issues  (1 yr ) 
$176 / 6 issues (1 yr ) 
$232 / 6 issues (1 yr ) 
$351 / 6 issues (1 yr ) 
$532 / 6 issues (1 yr ) 

 

FFSC Unclassifieds 
For Individuals 

 

For individuals, $5 minimum, 4 
lines of copy (~40 characters per 
line).  
$1 per line thereafter. 
Commercial rates: $15 minimum  
(~40 characters per line )  $5 / 
line thereafter. 
  
Send checks or money order  (no 
cash please) to: 
  

FFSC UNClassifieds 
PO Box 75052  

Seattle,  WA  98175 
  

Please note newsletter deadlines 
on page 3. 



Finlandia Foundation 
Seattle Chapter 

PO Box 75052 
    Seattle WA  98175-0052 
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Sunset at Teno River near 
Karigasniemi, Finland 
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